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Abstract: As severe flood damages have been increasing due to climate change, the flood vulnerability
assessment is needed in the flood mitigation plans to cope with climate-related flood disasters. Since
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Third Assessment Report (IPCC TAR) presented the
three assessment components, such as exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability for the vulnerability to
climate change, several aggregation frameworks have been used to compile individual components
into the composite indicators to measure the flood vulnerability. It is therefore necessary to select an
appropriate aggregation framework for the flood vulnerability assessments because the aggregation
frameworks can have a large influence on the composite indicator outcomes. For a comparative
analysis of flood vulnerability indicators across different aggregation frameworks for the IPCC’s
assessment components, the composite indicators are derived by four representative types of
aggregation frameworks with all the same proxy variable set in the Republic of Korea. It is found
in the study site that there is a key driver component of the composite indicator outcomes and the
flood vulnerability outcomes largely depend on whether the key component is treated independently
or dependently in each aggregation framework. It is concluded that the selection of an aggregation
framework can be based on the correlation and causality analysis to determine the relative contribution
of the assessment components to the overall performance of the composite indicators across different
aggregation frameworks.
Keywords: flood vulnerability assessment; IPCC’s assessment component, composite indicator;
aggregation framework; climate change

1. Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports have reported that a significant
increase in greenhouse gas emissions is likely to be one of the main causes of climate change,
as represented by global warming and it has accelerated frequent and intense disasters in many
countries [1–3]. Natural disasters are one of the serious threats that can lead to the destruction or
deterioration of social and economic development. With global warming, there has been a continuous
rise in intense climate-related disasters mainly floods and storms worldwide [4]. Moreover, urbanization
along with more precipitation has been increasing the risk of runoff and flooding in many parts of
the world [4]. The Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) data [5] over the past 20 years between
1998 and 2017 indicate that floods were the majority of all disasters type accounting for about 43%
of all recorded events; they affected the largest number of people at more than two billion people;
and storms were also the costliest type of disaster amounting to US$ 1300 billion in recorded damage.
Such floods have been aimed at reducing the risk of damage and frequency through mainly various
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structural measures such as dams and river improvement works in many research and development
projects on disaster mitigation plans. It has been however found that the structural flood mitigation
alone has significant limitations in the reduction of flood damage caused by super typhoons and local
torrential storms due to climate change [6]. In order to provide preemptive information on the process
of prioritization and selection of flood mitigation alternatives, non-structural measures become a more
essential tool rather than structural measures that are likely to even threaten the ecosystem [7–9].
The flood vulnerability assessment is one of the main components in the non-structural measures
of flood mitigation especially to climate change [10], and one of the best-known definitions of the
vulnerability to climate change is proposed in the IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) [1]. Based on
the IPCC’s conceptual framework for the vulnerability to climate change, many studies have conducted
vulnerability assessments in various areas such as drought, heat wave, tidal wave, sea level rise,
earthquake, biodiversity, fishery, etc. as well as floods [11–45]. The IPCC’s framework consists of the
three components such as exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability for the vulnerability assessment to
climate change [1]. Note that adaptability is usually treated as a synonym for adaptive capacity [1].
According to some literature [11–15,28–35] sensitivity is expressed in other words as fragility or
susceptibility, and adaptability is regarded as response capacity, coping capacity, or resilience with
a slight difference in meaning between words. As multidimensional concepts are usually measured
by a single composite indicator compiled from individual conflicting criteria [46], the vulnerability
assessments to climate change have been commonly conducted by a composite indicator compiled from
the constituent assessment components. Hence, several methods have been proposed to implement the
mathematical and causal relations among the assessment components in measuring the vulnerability
of a system to climate change. An approach for assessing the vulnerability was designed as a
general equation form by integrating the IPCC’s three primary assessment components independently
contributing to the vulnerability as representatively suggested by Adger [12]. As such, many flood
vulnerability indicators have been derived from the three primary components with equal weights by
multiplicative utility functions [13–17]. In addition to the framework for the IPCC’s three primary
components, other frameworks have been proposed by incorporating some intermediate components as
combinations of the two components for a different objective, subjective, scope, or context in measuring
the vulnerability. Metzger et al. [18] representatively presents a vulnerability assessment framework for
combining a primary component of adaptability and an intermediate component of the potential impact
from a composite function of exposure and sensitivity. The potential impact was already addressed
as all possible impacts on environmental change of a system with no consideration for the planned
adaptation in the IPCC TAR [1]. This framework has been employed in some flood vulnerability
assessments [19–21]. Another framework for the vulnerability assessment is representatively proposed
by Hahn et al. [22], focusing on livelihood vulnerability as a function of exposure and adaptability
to be combined with sensitivity in measuring the vulnerability. Note that a similar approach was
already implemented in the Republic of Korea to evaluate the potential flood damage [23]. This
framework has been generally used in measuring the vulnerability to multiple natural disasters
including floods [22–27]. Besides, in the MOVE (Method for the Improvement of Vulnerability in
Europe) framework [28] the average of sensitivity and lack of adaptability is combined with exposure
for the vulnerability assessment as representatively presented in Depietri et al. [29]. The MOVE
framework has been used to generate the vulnerability indicators not only for flooding disasters [30,31],
but also for multiple natural hazards such as flooding, storm surges, salinity intrusion, heat waves,
earthquakes, etc. [32,33].
Since multiple aggregation frameworks for the IPCC’s vulnerability assessment components have
been identified and applied across the globe, it is desired to have a comprehensive investigation of
characteristics and differences of their outcomes. It is deemed appropriate to have such an investigation
before their application in relevant agencies in preparing flood mitigation plans to reduce vulnerable
people and systems exposed to flood damages. Such assessments are necessary more now than ever,
as severe floods are likely to increase with changes in climate [47]. Thus, this study aims to compare
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four different flood vulnerability indicators under different aggregation frameworks using the IPCC’s
standard assessment components (exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability) over the 231 administrative
districts of the Republic of Korea. For this purpose, proxy variables are initially selected and compiled
for the standard primary components of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability. Secondly, additional
intermediate components are constructed in different aggregation frameworks for each vulnerability
indicator. Simple correlation and causality analyses are then carried out to examine the similarity
between vulnerability indicators and to identify the effect of individual constituent components on
the vulnerability indicators. This study can provide stakeholders with the fundamental information
on the nature and limitations of flood vulnerability indicators by aggregation frameworks to help in
decision-making as well as in improving the assessment methodology.
2. Aggregation Frameworks
As climate change has widespread impacts on almost every facet of natural and social systems,
the vulnerability assessments in various fields to climate change have been conducted based on the
conceptual framework in IPCC TAR [1]. Vulnerability to complex phenomenon such as floods and
other multi-dimensional issues has been generally quantified using a single composite indicator [46],
which can be estimated using IPCC’s standard components of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability.
The adaptability component functions as a resilient force against the vulnerability while the exposure
and sensitivity components represent a positive elasticity to the vulnerability. The composite indicators
are usually derived by additive or multiplicative multi-attribute utility functions, and these two types
of utility functions will produce composite indicators with utterly different attributes [46]. Some
compensation between assessment components is allowed in the composite indicators aggregated
by additive utility functions, such that the contribution of lower values in some components
can be compensated for by much higher values in the other components. On the contrary, no
compensation occurs between assessment components in the composite indicators aggregated by
multiplicative utility functions, such that a low value in one of the components can dramatically
reduce the composite indicator outcomes. It is preferable that the flood vulnerability assessment is
measured by a non-compensatory composite indicator for which no trade-off occurs in the constituent
components [13,34], and also a non-compensatory composite indicator needs to be aggregated from
all the assessment components with the same directional elasticity to vulnerability for robustness and
confidence in composite indicator outcomes [35]. Thus, this study investigates various construction
frameworks for non-compensatory composite indicators aggregated from the assessment components
with all the same positive elasticity to the vulnerability, such as exposure, sensitivity, lack of adaptability,
and combinations of the two of them as below.
Given the above considerations of the aggregation schemes for composite indicators, the first flood
vulnerability indicator FVI1 can be expressed in Equation (1) by compiling the three primary assessment
components, exposure E, sensitivity S, and lack of adaptability A independently, as presented in
previous studies [13–17]:
FVI1 = E × S × A.
(1)
As the vulnerability is also defined in terms of adaptability to cope with potential impacts
of other global changes as well as climate change [1,36,37], potential impact PI is undertaken as a
function of exposure and sensitivity [18]. Hence, the second flood vulnerability indicator FVI2 can
be expressed in Equation (2) by the potential impact PI linearly aggregated from the exposure E and
sensitivity S [19,38–40] along with a lack of adaptability A, following the framework in previous
studies [20,21,41–43]:
FVI2 = PI × A = f (E, S) × A.
(2)
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Other approaches for vulnerability assessment integrating climate exposures and adaptation
practices are developed in the Republic of Korea to evaluate the potential flood damage used in
the comprehensive national water resource plan for water resources [23], and also established in
Mozambique for comprehensively assessing coastal communities’ livelihood vulnerability to climate
change [22]. Since households with limited assets are at an increased exposure to climate-induced
variability and their ability to cope is restricted [48], livelihood vulnerability can be expressed as the
sum of exposure and adaptability. Hence, the third flood vulnerability indicator FVI3 can be obtained
from livelihood vulnerability LV linearly aggregated from exposure E and lack of adaptability A along
with sensitivity S in Equation (3), by adopting the framework in previous studies [22–27]:
FVI3 = LV × S = f (E, A) × S.

(3)

The framework in the MOVE is developed for an improved vulnerability assessment to the
multi-faceted natural disasters and climate change adaptation [28]. In the MOVE framework, the
average of sensitivity S and lack of adaptability A is engaged in the vulnerability assessment for natural
and socio-natural hazards as well as climate change. This study defines the integration of sensitivity S
and lack of adaptability A as the internal factor IF in the light of that sensitivity and adaptability are
involved in internal processes of the system unlike exposure for an attribute between the system and
the external perturbation [11]. Hence, the fourth flood vulnerability indicator FVI4 can be obtained
from internal factor IF linearly aggregated from sensitivity S and lack of adaptability A along with
exposure E in Equation (4), by following previous studies [29–33]:
FVI4 = IF × E = f (S, A) × E.

(4)

3. Data and Processes
3.1. Study Site
As shown in Figure 1, the 231 administrative districts of the Republic of Korea were selected as
the study site for the comparative analysis of flood vulnerability indicator outcomes across the four
conventional aggregation frameworks for the assessment components by the IPCC [1]. The study site
located between 33–43 ◦ N and 124–131 ◦ E lies in the temperate zone at the East Asian monsoon, and
the three sides of the mountainous terrain are in contact with the coast, which is likely vulnerable to
severe flood damage by climate change. The average annual precipitation was 1253.9 mm in the last
decade between 2008 and 2017 [49], and most of the rainfall is concentrated in the rainy season from
June to September along with a recent increase in the frequency of local heavy storms and typhoons.
As there are recently distinct signs of transition to a subtropical climate by global warming in the
Korean Peninsula, many extraordinary and extreme climate-related records have been reported, such
as torrential heavy rainfall of 301.5 mm (the annual maximum daily rainfall is 157.3 mm) around the
Seoul Special City in July 2011, by far the heaviest daily rainfall ever recorded in the meteorological
history [49,50]. The population and infrastructure densities are so high in the Seoul Special City the
national capital and the six metropolitan cities, including Busan, Incheon, Daegu, Daejeon, Ulsan, and
Gwangju that 49.6% of the total population resides in the Seoul metropolitan area and 81.5% of the
total population lives in urban areas and cities, according to the 2017 Population and Housing Census
of the Statistics Geographic Information Service [51].
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3.2. Proxy Variable Selection
For feasible and reasonable outcomes in vulnerability assessments, the proxy variables should
be carefully selected for each assessment component relevant to the objective of the vulnerability
assessment. This study employed the three constituent components such as exposure, sensitivity,
and adaptability in the conceptual framework by the IPCC [1] as primary assessment components.
Exposure is defined as “the nature and degree to which a system is exposed to significant climatic
variations” in the IPCC [1], and also described as “degree, duration, and/or extent in which the system
is in contact with, or subject to, the perturbation” by Gallopín [11]. Sensitivity is defined as “the degree
to which a system is affected, either adversely or beneficially, by climate-related stimuli” in the IPCC [1],
and also described as “the elements exposed within the system (e.g., people, property, infrastructure,
etc.), which influence the probabilities of being harmed at times of hazardous floods” by Holmes
and Croot [44]. Adaptability is defined as “the ability of a system to adjust to climate change, to
moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences”
in the IPCC [1], and also described as “the collective capacity of the human actors in the system to
manage resilience” by Walker et al. [45]. The possible available efforts are required to reduce the
controversy and difficulties in selecting proxy variables for the vulnerability assessments. Thus, two
proxy variables, which are deemed relevant to human and properties are identified based on the IPCC’s
widely referred assessment components. A comprehensive review was carried out for previously
published flood vulnerability assessment articles [13–17,19–21,23,30–32,34,35] to select each proxy
variable for the study site, as presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The proxy variables selected for the flood vulnerability assessment in the three primary
components, exposure, sensitivity, and adaptability, based on the concept of the IPCC [1].
Primary
Components

Intermediate Components

Exposure

Potential
Impact

-

Livelihood
Vulnerability

Sensitivity

Potential
Impact

Internal
Factor

-

Internal
Factor

Livelihood
Vulnerability

Adaptability

-

Proxy Variables

Units

Heavy rainy days
Flooded area ratio

Days
km2 /km2

Children and elderly
population density
Major facilities and
infrastructure density

people/km2

Emergency service density
Drainage system capacity

number/km2
m3 /min

km2 /km2
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To represent the duration and extent to which the study site is influenced by flood events, the proxy
variables for the exposure component comprised of days of heavy rainfall greater than 80 mm per
day [52] and ratio of flooded area to each administrative district area. The heavy rainy days were
temporally averaged for the past decade during 2008 to 2017 years and then computed by Thiessen
polygons method [53] as the mean areal values for the 231 administrative districts from the 50 gauge
stations managed by the Korea Meteorological Administration [49]. The flooded area ratio data were
constructed as the annual average of the past decade data during 2008 to 2017 years for the 231
administrative districts from the flood damage data by the National Disaster Information Center [54].
On behalf of the people and property that are likely to be damaged by hazardous floods,
the sensitivity component was evaluated by the density of population that are under four years old or
over 65 years old, along with the density of major facilities and infrastructure for each administrative
district. The children and elderly population data in 2017 were collected from age-specific populations
for the 231 administrative districts by the Korean Statistical Information Service [55]. The major
facilities and infrastructure data were constructed for the 231 administrative districts from the land
cover and use map by the National Environment Information Network System [56].
The adaptability component included the two proxy variables for each administrative district such
as the number of medical institutions and evacuation services for a representative measure against the
casualty loss, and the drainage capacity of stormwater pumping stations for a representative coping
with the property damage. Note that the lower the two proxy variables of adaptability, the greater A
(lack of adaptability) is generated, which can increase the flood vulnerability. The emergency service
data for the 231 administrative districts were provided by the Korean Statistical Information Service [55].
The drainage system capacity data were collected and constructed for the 231 administrative districts,
based on the sewerage statistics report [57] by the Ministry of Environment.
3.3. Indicator Construction
A normalization method was necessary to transform proxy variables generally measured at
different scales and units into a common domain. This study adopts the min–max normalization
method as used in previous studies [19,22,25,27,30,31,35,38,40], and all proxy variables ranged from
1 to 100 by Equations (5) and (6). Note that 1.0 was taken for the normalized minimum score to avoid
the zero composite outcomes by multiplicative aggregation forms in Equations (1)–(4). Equation (5)
transforms variables with the functional relationship for increasing vulnerability such as proxy variables
for the exposure and sensitivity components, while proxy variables for the adaptability component
decreasing vulnerability are transformed by Equation (6):
ui = smin +

xi − min(xi )
(smax − smin ),
max(xi ) − min(xi )

(5)

ui = smax −

xi − min(xi )
(smax − smin ),
max(xi ) − min(xi )

(6)

where ui is the normalized value of the original value xi for the proxy variable i, max(xi ) and min(xi )
are the maximum and the minimum values, respectively of the proxy variable i, and smax and smin are
the maximum of 100 and the minimum of 1, respectively of the normalized value ui .
Following previous studies [19,22–27,29–35,38,39], the normalized proxy variables are then linearly
aggregated into each component indicator such as exposure E, sensitivity S, lack of adaptability A,
potential impact PI, livelihood vulnerability LV, or internal factor IF, respectively with the weighting
factor wi for the total number k of proxy variables for each component indicator:

(E; S; A; PI; LV; IF) =

k
X
i=1

wi ui ,

(7)
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where equal weights are applied to compiling each component indicator in Equation (7) to avoid
unexpected effects of weights on flood vulnerability outcomes in this study. Note that it can be valid to
assign equal weights to assessment components in the lack of information, resources, or consensus for
different weights [38,46].
The four types of flood vulnerability indicators FVI1 , FVI2 , FVI3 , and FVI4 are finally constructed
by the four aggregation frameworks in Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), respectively.
4. Results
4.1. Assessment Components
Figure 2 denotes the spatial distribution of the primary assessment components such as exposure
E, sensitivity S, and lack of adaptability A, along with the intermediate assessment components such as
the potential impact PI, livelihood vulnerability LV, and internal factor IF over the study site. Figure 3
denotes the box and whisker plots to present variation and skewness of data distribution for each
assessment component in the study site. Table 2 shows relationships between primary components E,
S, and A, and relationships of each primary component to intermediate components PI, IF, and LV,
which
by values for the coefficient of correlation.
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(potential impact PI, livelihood vulnerability LV, and internal factor IF), measured by the coefficient
the coefficient of correlation.
of correlation.

Indicator

Indicator 𝐸
E
S
A
PI
LV
IF

𝑆
𝐴
𝑃𝐼
𝐿𝑉
𝐼𝐹

𝑬

E 0.519
−0.396
0.519
0.847
−0.396
0.596
0.847
0.289
0.596
0.289

𝑺
𝑨
A
0.519S −0.396
-0.519−0.697 −0.396
−0.697−0.697
0.894
−0.641
−0.697
−0.120
0.8940.501 −0.641
0.628
−0.1200.120 0.501

0.628

0.120

As shown in Figure 2a, the values of exposure 𝐸 were higher in the northwestern part around
the Seoul metropolitan area where flooding damage from heavy rainfalls frequently occurred due to
the recent abnormal weather conditions. Exposure 𝐸 also showed higher values in the southern part
near the coastline located on the main path of intense typhoons and severe storms due to regional
climatic and topographic features. The values of sensitivity 𝑆 were much higher in metropolitan
cities such as Seoul, Busan, Incheon, Daegu, Daejeon, Ulsan, and Gwangju with the high population
and infrastructure densities, whereas most of the other areas (75% of total districts) had lower values
of sensitivity 𝑆 less than 30 as shown in Figures 2b and 3. On the contrary, the values of the lack of
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As shown in Figure 2a, the values of exposure E were higher in the northwestern part around
the Seoul metropolitan area where flooding damage from heavy rainfalls frequently occurred due to
the recent abnormal weather conditions. Exposure E also showed higher values in the southern part
near the coastline located on the main path of intense typhoons and severe storms due to regional
climatic and topographic features. The values of sensitivity S were much higher in metropolitan cities
such as Seoul, Busan, Incheon, Daegu, Daejeon, Ulsan, and Gwangju with the high population and
infrastructure densities, whereas most of the other areas (75% of total districts) had lower values of
sensitivity S less than 30 as shown in Figures 2b and 3. On the contrary, the values of the lack of
adaptability A were low in most metropolitan area, whereas most of the other areas (75% of total
districts) had higher values greater than 80 as shown in Figures 2c and 3. In terms of data distribution
characteristics of assessment components, Figure 3 denotes that the variation of exposure E was
spread out over the administrative districts with a relatively smooth gradation of values. Meanwhile,
the values of sensitivity S or the lack of adaptability A were concentrated in a quite low level or a
quite high level, respectively as shown in Figure 3. The composite data of the potential impact PI was
influenced by both exposure E and sensitivity S, resulting in a high relationship with each of the two
primary components that had a positive correlation with each other as listed in Table 2. The composite
data of the livelihood vulnerability LV compiled by exposure E and lack of adaptability A becomes a
third one with another distribution of values not like either of the two primary components as shown
in Figure 3, because of a negative correlation with each other as denoted in Table 2. Similarly, most
of internal factor IF were concentrated in the middle level values as shown in Figure 3, because this
intermediate component was an average of the sensitivity S and lack of adaptability A in a reversed
relationship (a negative correlation coefficient) with each other as denoted in Table 2.
4.2. Flood Vulnerability Indicators
The flood vulnerability for the 231 administrative districts was ranked in descending order of
vulnerability values for each indicator FVI1 , FVI2 , FVI3 , and FVI4 in order to compare the four flood
vulnerability indicator outcomes across different aggregation frameworks in Equations (1)–(4). Figure 4
indicates that all four flood vulnerability indicators provided a common spatial pattern for relatively
higher vulnerability outcomes in the northwestern part around the Seoul metropolitan area with large
population and major facility densities and in the southern coast region more affected by typhoons.
Figure 4 and Table 3 denote great similarities for the two pairs of flood vulnerability outcomes, between
FVI1 and FVI3 both more highly correlated with sensitivity S, and between FVI2 and FVI4 both more
highly correlated with exposure E, respectively.
Table 3. The comparison of relationships between each two different flood vulnerability indicators,
and between flood vulnerability indicators and primary assessment components, measured by the
coefficient of correlation.

FVI1
FVI2
FVI3
FVI4

FVI1

FVI2

FVI3

FVI4

E

S

A

-

0.876
-

0.979
0.790
-

0.856
0.937
0.788
-

0.751
0.829
0.666
0.902

0.847
0.586
0.899
0.619

−0.441
−0.135
−0.480
−0.201

Figure 4 indicates that all four flood vulnerability indicators provided a common spatial pattern for
relatively higher vulnerability outcomes in the northwestern part around the Seoul metropolitan area
with large population and major facility densities and in the southern coast region more affected by
typhoons. Figure 4 and Table 3 denote great similarities for the two pairs of flood vulnerability
outcomes,
between
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Figure
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floodvulnerability
vulnerabilityoutcomes
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site:(a)
(a)Raking
Raking
orders
from
𝐹𝑉𝐼
;
(b)
raking
orders
from
𝐹𝑉𝐼
;
(c)
raking
orders
from
𝐹𝑉𝐼
;
and
(d)
raking
orders from FVI1 ; (b) raking orders from FVI2 ; (c) raking orders from FVI3 ; and (d) rakingorders
orders
from
from 𝐹𝑉𝐼
FVI4..

For the interpretation of similarities between the two sets of each two flood vulnerability indicators,
the framework of each flood vulnerability indicator was taken apart as the shared common element
and the other different element, and then correlations were measured between heterogeneous portions
of the two indicators producing similar flood vulnerability outcomes. The similarities of FVI1 and
FVI3 could be interpreted by a high correlation between different elements of each other, such as
E × A and E + A respectively in FVI1 and FVI3 with the correlation coefficient of 0.910 as shown
in Table 4. For the explication of similarities between FVI2 and FVI4 , the framework of FVI2 could
be expanded as (S + E) × A = S × A + E × A, and the framework of FVI4 could be expanded as
(S + A) × E = S × E + E × A. There was substantial identity with negligible differences between
the flood vulnerability outcomes from each original framework and each expansion form. Hence,
the similarities of FVI2 and FVI4 could be explained by a high correlation between different elements
of each other, such as S × A and S × E respectively in FVI2 and FVI4 with the correlation coefficient of
0.833 as shown in Table 4. Such high similarities between the each two different indicators corresponded
to a high correlation between even heterogeneous portions of the each two indicators. Meanwhile,
the flood vulnerability indicators were more affected by the nested portions such that FVI1 and FVI3
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were more correlated with sensitivity S, and FVI2 and FVI4 were more correlated with exposure E
(or E × A) as denoted in Table 3.
Table 4. The causality analysis of similarities between the two pairs of flood vulnerability indicators,
FVI1 and FVI3 and FVI2 and FVI4 by the coefficient of correlation for heterogeneous portions of each
pair of flood vulnerability indicators.
Indicator

Framework

Comparison Part

Coefficient of Correlation

FVI1
FVI3

(E × A) × S
(E + A) × S

E × A and E + A

0.910

FVI2
FVI4

(S + E) × A
(S + A) × E

S × A and S × E

0.833

5. Discussion and Conclusions
There have been four types of conventional aggregation frameworks for the IPCC’s assessment
components in previous studies on the flood vulnerability assessments. The IPCC’s three assessment
components are independently aggregated with equal weights for FVI1 in Equation (1), or the potential
impact as a function of exposure and sensitivity components is compiled with the lack of adaptability
for FVI2 in Equation (2), livelihood vulnerability as a sum of exposure and lack of adaptability is
compiled with sensitivity for FVI3 in Equation (3), or internal factor as an average of sensitivity and
lack of adaptability is compiled with exposure for FVI4 in Equation (4).
As for the data characteristics of the IPCC’s three primary components for the study site, the data
distribution of the exposure component (by heavy rainy days and flooded area ratio) was relatively
spread out over the study site while the other two components had skewed data distributions where
the high level or low level values were concentrated in most metropolitan areas for sensitivity data
(by vulnerable population and major facility densities) or lack of adaptability data (by emergency
service density and drainage system capacity), respectively. In the comparison of the four flood
vulnerability outcomes ranked corresponding to the composite indicator scores, there were great
similarities for the two pairs of flood vulnerability indicators between FVI1 and FVI3 , and between
FVI2 and FVI4 . The similarities of FVI1 and FVI3 were due to a high correlation between heterogeneous
parts (E × A and E + A) of the two different aggregation frameworks. Both E × A and E + A outcomes
were affected by exposure E, which was more sensitive than lack of adaptability A (values were over
80 in 75% of total districts). The similarities of FVI2 and FVI4 were due to a high correlation between
heterogeneous parts (S × A and S × E) of the two different aggregation frameworks. Both S × A
and S × E outcomes were affected by sensitivity S (values were under 30 in 75% of total districts),
which was more sensitive than the lack of adaptability A or exposure E. The sensitivity component
typically much higher in the metropolitan areas turned out to be a key factor that had the greatest
effect on the flood vulnerability outcomes for the study site. It was interpreted that FVI1 and FVI3
where sensitivity can play a key role as an independent component were most highly correlated with
sensitivity, while exposure could have the largest influence on FVI2 and FVI4 where sensitivity was
combined with one of the other components as an intermediate component. According to the purpose
and function of a flood vulnerability assessment for this study site, the sensitivity component may or
may not be treated as the key driver for overall performance by deliberately selecting an aggregation
framework. It should be of course explained for the reasons and needs in increasing or decreasing
the relative importance of a certain assessment component in the composite indicator. In case this
flood vulnerability assessment will be used to prioritize the investment in flood mitigation schemes for
the study site, it is preferable to adopt the composite indicator outcomes FVI2 or FVI4 in which the
exposure component is more influential than the sensitivity component. Accordingly, higher priority
can be given more to the small and medium towns and cities that in general tend to have relatively
fewer flood control facilities than metropolitan areas. A strong negative correlation between sensitivity
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and lack of adaptability indicators implies that most of metropolitan areas have higher emergency
services and drainage systems in this study site.
As such, different aggregation frameworks can result in different vulnerability outcomes even
under the use of all the same proxy variables. It is therefore necessary and important to carefully
select an aggregation framework for the assessment components in the vulnerability assessments.
The selection of a competent aggregation framework can be based on the correlation and causality
analysis for identifying the relative contribution of assessment components to the overall composite
indicator outcomes. As proposed in this study, a comparative analysis of various aggregation
frameworks will prevent the composite indicator outcomes from providing misleading information
of volatility or reversals in priority orders on policy and decision-making. Although the analysis
presented in this study can provide the basis and information in the flood vulnerability assessments, it
is also necessary for agreement and consensus of users and stakeholders in the final selection of the
aggregation framework. This study carefully selects proxy variables relevant to individual components,
and applies normalized scores between 1 and 100 and equal weights to all proxy variables, which
can affect the vulnerability outcomes as well. There are limitations and drawbacks in vulnerability
assessment studies especially for the selection of proxy variables and weights that can reflect their
relative importance and influence on the overall vulnerability outcomes. It is more difficult to select
appropriate proxy variables and weights when the availability of the desired data and the information
of causal relationships are limited. Hence, further comparative analysis of various composite indicators
needs to focus on other processes required for the vulnerability assessment, such as the selection of
representative proxy variables, normalization methods for proxy variables measured at different scales
and units, and weighting methods for proxy variables and assessment components, which can have
influences on composite indicator outcomes.
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